Book Recommendations for the Jerome Robbins Centennial Exhibition, *Voice of My City: Jerome Robbins and New York*

Exhibit curator Julia Foulkes has thoughtfully chosen several supplemental titles to help you as an audience member to enjoy the exhibit more thoroughly.

**Available at The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts**

**Jerome Robbins : that Broadway man, that ballet man** by Christine Conrad  
LPA Circulating: B Robbins C  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGYB (Robbins) 01-1325

**A Place for Us : West Side story and New York** by Julia L. Foulkes  
LPA Circulating: 782 F  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Music: JNE 16-165

**Dance for a City : Fifty Years of the New York City Ballet** edited by Lynn Garafola with Eric Foner  
LPA Circulating: 793.3 D  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGTB (U.S.) 99-2455

**Jerome Robbins : His Life, His Theater, His dance** by Deborah Jowitt  
LPA Circulating: B Robbins J  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGYB-Res. (Robbins) 04-3404

**Somewhere : The life of Jerome Robbins** by Amanda Vaill  
LPA Circulating & eBook: B Robbins V  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGYB (Robbins) 07-379

**Writings of Jerome Robbins** edited by Amanda Vaill [coming out 2019]  
LPA Circulating: Available 2019  
Research: Available 2019

**Jerome Robbins: A Life in Dance** by Wendy Lesser [coming out 10/8/2018]  
LPA Circulating: Available after October 8, 2018  
Research: Available after October 8, 2018

**Dance with Demons : The Life of Jerome Robbins** by Greg Laurence  
LPA Circulating: B Robbins L  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGYB (Robbins) 01-1419

**Bernstein meets Broadway : Collaborative Art in a Time of War** by Carol J. Oja  
LPA Circulating & Online: 782 O  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Music: JNE 14-133

**Boricua pop : Puerto Ricans and the Latinization of American Culture** by Frances Negrón-Muntaner  
LPA Circulating & Online: 305.8687 N
Available at the Stephen A. Schwarzman Building (the main building of the New York Public Library)

**The Unfinished City: New York and the Metropolitan Idea** by Thomas Bender.
Circulating: 793.23 R  
SASB M1 - Milstein Division Rm 121 IRGC 02-6615

Circulating & eBook: 305.3896 C  
SASB M1 - General Research - Room 315 JFE 94-12059

**New Art City** by Jed Perl  
Circulating: 700.9747 P  
SASB - Art Reference Rm 300 *R-ART N6535.N5 P46 2005

**Manhattan Projects: The Rise and Fall of Urban Renewal in Cold War New York**  
Circulating & Online: 307.3416 Z  
SASB M1 - Milstein Division Rm 121: *R-USLHG IRH 10-4999

Available on Amazon.com

**The Un-Americans: Jews, the Blacklist, and Stoolpigeon Culture** by Joseph Litvak  
Videos Available at the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts

**West Side Story**  
LPA Circulating: DVD MOVIE W  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGZIDVD 5-2712

**Jerome Robbins: Something to Dance About**  
LPA Circulating: DVD B Robbins J  
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGZIDVD 5-3013

**NY Export: Opus Jazz (2010)**  
Circulating & streaming on Kanopy: DVD Available soon
Additional Dance Division Staff Book and Media Recommendations

The Cage: Dancing for Jerome Robbins and George Balanchine, 1949-1954 / by Barbara Bocher with Adam Darius
LPA Circulating: 793.3 B
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGY (Bocher) 14-2095

LPA Circulating: B ROBBINS B
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGV-Res. 13-817

LPA Circulating: 793.2 R
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *R-*MGRL 08-2096

Jerome Robbins / Brian Seibert
LPA Circulating: B ROBBINS S
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGY (Robbins) 08-6717

The Leonard Bernstein Letters / edited by Nigel Simeone.
LPA Circulating: B Bernstein B
Performing Arts Research Collections - Music: JNE 14-14

LPA Circulating: B Laurents
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGY (Laurents) 01-1333

Broadway, the Golden Years: Jerome Robbins and the great choreographer-directors: 1940 to the present by Robert Emmet Long
LPA Circulating & Online: 927.82 L
Performing Arts Research Collections - Dance: *MGY 02-859

Sense of occasion by Harold Prince
LPA Circulating: B PRINCE P
Performing Arts Research Collections - Theatre: MWES (Prince, H.) 17-3771

Broadway Babylon: glamour, glitz and gossip on the Great White Way by Boze Hadleigh
LPA Circulating: 792.1 H
Performing Arts Research Collections - Theatre: MWED (New York) 07-5248
Videos

Leonard Bernstein conducts West Side story
LPA Circulating: DVD 782 L
Performing Arts Research Collections - Recorded Sound: *LDV 455 [Video]

American Ballet Theatre: a history
LPA Circulating: DVD 793.3 A

Afternoon of a faun: Tanaquil Le Clercq
LPA Circulating & streaming on Kanopy: DVD B Le CLERCQ

Additional Jerome Robbins' videos available in the Jerome Robbins Dance Division (3rd floor)
Consult a Librarian at the 3rd Floor Reference Desk.